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Battle of the Aisne Continues With Fury

VILLA ASSURES

UNITED STATES

HE WILL NOT BE A CANDIDATE
FOR ANY OFFICE IN MEXICO

Undiminished by Heavy Losses to Both Armies
ENGLISH CAPTURE

STRUGGLE IN RUSSIAN Pfl LAND RIVALS BATTLE
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CONTNUED WARFARE IS REGARDED AS CERTAINTY
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SOON

REDOUBLED
The last 48 hours
exhave witnessed many scenes of
antathe
traordinary activity where
In the theagonists faced each other
of these
none
but
ter of Europe's war,
tlv has been de- Txndon, Sept. 28.

rm:uumi

oislve.

The official communication of yeson the
terday stated that the attack
addistinct
a
German right has made
is
supported
version
this
vance, and
b official Berlin advices, which say
adthe allies have made extensive
vances against the German extreme
right.
The Belgians have retaliated against
the retreat of the Germans to bring
their great siege guns before Antwerp
sorties.
by making desperate
From the east actions are reported
Rusfrcm almost every section of the
resian frontier. Emperor William Is
the
and
Prussia
ported to be in east
German offensive, probably under his
Geneyes, has recommenced against
believes
eral Rennekampf. Petrograd
that this movement, because of its
relimited front, la a diversion to
from
line
German
threatened
lieve the
Kalisze to Cracow.
The Austrian forces are still retirtaing on Cracow and nestdes having
around
Przemysl
ken some of the forts
the Russian cavalry is said to be pouring through the defiles of the Carpa
thians onto the plains of Hungary
Supreme Clash Is Near
The supreme clash of arms. denottreing the approaching close of the
mendous fortnight of practically unceasing battle along the four rivers
flowing through northeastern France
baa now been in progress some 48
hours without bringing a decisive result.
Both sides claim encouraging though
slight gains. Field Marshal Sir John
exFiench, commander of the British
his
Is
spending
peditionary forces.
birthday in maintaining
what his latest communication to the
war office describes as "a satisfactory
situation."
The Germans have steadily met
until the
h'Ih .nnnter-assautrenches of the opposing armies are
Alonly a sprinkling distance apart.
ready there has been some work with
conflict, but
the steel in
except at a single point where they
forced a passage across the Meuse,
the Germans, half of whose army is
kept busy on the Russian frontier had,
up to last night, found it Impossible
to break through the human barrier
stretching across France. In the terrific struggle of the last 48 hours the
hardest fighting has been, as it was
In the battle of the Marne, between the
German right and the allies' left.
.

sixty-secon-

a Similar Intention.

break, probably
Washington, Sept. 2S. Assurances on the
of Mexico were forwarded because of Instruction from the adpresident
.
be a candidate for president or vice ministration.
pdesident of Mexico were forwarded
I
to the Administration by Consular
Carranza Reinforcements
USED
IS
MASKED CRUISER
Naco, Sonora, Mexico, Sept. 28.
Agent Carrothersi, ,
General Carranza has signified his General Benjamin Hill's scouts re'
not to become a candidate ported today that Governor Jlaytor-ena'- s
willingness
TEUTONFLYING DUTCH COLORS,
main force still was near the
if Villa would give a similar promise,
MAY
orej v,oinp-0 delivered liv
against
.... the Germans
IC SHIP ENTERS THE
iUlCllU
ini.,t
of
the
leaders
if
scene
the
and
all
of Friday's battle. A detachmilitairy
ENEMY'S PORT
the lines of the allies in the districts of the Aisne and the
eliminated ment of 300 nien had been sent south
be
could
revolution
alsq
aftthis
says the official French statement, issued at Paris
as possibilities. None of the others on reconnoisance to discover the.
ernoons
Thus far, according to the statement, these onslaughts
have appeared as candidates.
whereabouts of General lturbide, the
bave been repulsed. The official announcement is brief, the French
assurances were regarded Sinaloa commander, who is reported
Villa's
DETECTED
EASILY
is
RUSE
there
THE
that
war office contenting itself with the added remark
here as portending as peaceful end of to be on the way with 10,000 Carranza
nothing new otherwise in the general situation.
of
Hill.
issue
the rupture with Carranza. The for- troops to
the
increased
through
Is
erably
Germany is prepated to finance a long war. This assertion
the
Calies. former
of
and
Eliaa
Colonel
H.
Carranza
mal
.that
retirement
therefore,
is
notes. It
thought,
BRITISH TORPEDO BOATS PUT AN
made in a dispatch from Berlin which passed through hands of the
whose quarrel
of
the
in
commander
Sonora,
the
purpose
provisional
presi
for
available
assumption
the
money
is
END TO THE HOPES OF
British censor at Ixmdon. The war is costing Germany, it stated,
Ferdando Iglesias Culderon with Maytorena was a prelude to the
can be Increased, if nee
dency
by
of
campaign
with
the
succe
and
a
ss,
The war loan lias proved
$5,000,000 a day.
THE EXPEDITION
are expected to follow.
present revolt, was here today.
ssary, by several billion marks.
various resources from which the government can derive the war
Mexican collectors of customs i t
which
government
the
amount
Protest
The
Files
continue
Zapata
to
revenue it will be possible for Gttrmany, it is stated,
Is
Reich&bank
brought $fi,(K0 gold 1q Genthe
Nogales
borrow
could
.from,,
General Funston
today
reported
the struggle for a year with the money now in Bight.
28. An unsuccess
It
Hill.
Sent.
but
York.
eral
A
Xpw
time,
itbe
at
unknown
bini
to
been
had
a'ssni. protested
that Zapata
A riisnatch from Rome says 300,000 troops have
io vaHLiffu". 'about cMo,ttoivGa ful attempt io tains th6 harbor at
Vera
of
Cruz
the
evacuation
"thorough
that
and
of
against
Austria,
bled at Pol'a, the great naval port
Trouble in Campeche
marks, making a total of about eight Guernzey, England, said to have been and delivery of the city to Carranza
the sea'.
preparations have been made for an atlack from
made by a disguised German cruiser, forces.
marks ($2,000,000,000)..
billion
New
the
York,
Sept. 25. Serious upriswhether
determine
will
The hour for the battle which
of 20 million' marks which had on board 1,000 German marate
the
At
In Campeche.
disturbances
and
with
ings
Wilson Withholds Comment
Russsians will make their proposed invasion of Germany
a day this sum would rines and enough explosives to blow
($3,000,000)
passeng-erwere,
Mexico,
near.
by
reported
the
Mexican
situ
in
to
be drawing
Developments
Berlin a the final objective. Appears
tocon- and officers of the steamship Espe- Germany to carry on the war up a dozen warships, was reported
permit
Russian
in
outcome
the
of
a
ation,
especially
indicate
struggle
advices
unofficial
Official and
for over a year. It is claimed here day by Miss Margaret Daniels, a mis- ferences between representatives of ranza, which arrived in New York to- Poland rivaling in desperation, and possibly in the numbers engagthese estimates concerning Ger- sionary of the Baptist Foreign Mis- General Carranza arid General Villa, dav from Vera Cruz and Progresso.
that
ed, the battles of the Marne and Aisne.
field resources are low rather sionary society, on her arrival aboard were awaited with interest todaly in Campeche to this date has been whol
many's
Posen
the
The main body of the Russians is moving toward
than
high.
the French liner Espagne, from HavTe. official and diplomatic circles. Presi- ly free from revolutionary troubles
frontier. On its right another army is supposed to be attempting
The vessel, according to Miss Dan- dent Wilson refused to comment on and in that district many of the
of
to protect the larger body by stemming the rush southward
No Decisive Turn
was disguised as a Dutch mer- the situation, saying it was too in- wealthier residents of central Mexico,
east
from
iels,
invaders
the German force that drove the Russian
The
28
London)
chantman. The Ducch flag flying at definite and that his information was as well as deposed federal officers.
(via
Barlin, Sept.
Prussia and now seek to halt the westward movement.
of
its
is
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of
Anzelger, the topmast aroused the suspicion
incomplete.
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At the same time the Russialn army
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who
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authorities,
British
with
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the
Vera
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Stories were told the steamfihlp'a
westward
here,
points
a
and
in
published
Austrians
moving
dispatch
successes against the
comwith the Dutch that all
Citizens of Vera Cruz were praised officers at Progresso of pillaging and
forces
arrangements
battle
in
turn
the
German
and
decisive
Austrian
a
out
the
that
of
joined
meeting
pectation
should
In a battle that, if sucby the state department today In an robbery at Campeche by constitution
which has been raging in the western their vessels In English pons
bining at Cracow on the Galician frontier,
The official statement commending their alist soldiers; and in Progresso, one
mast
half
at
flv the Dutch flag
Galicla.
in
be
not
need
expected
war
of
their
will
campaign
theater
complete
cessful,
surrounded by exemplary conduct during the Ameri of the Bhip's officers said, robberies
on. the line from,
for some time. Subordinate actions ship was accordingly
The Germans are reported in strong-forcrevealed can occupation. Official report
search
re- - and
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and
entrenched!.,1
boats
well
be
io.
said
are
are
torpedo
becoming
character
where
holdups were a nightly occurrence
they
of a decisive
Kalisze to Cracow,
decks.
below
Russian
marines
In and no effort was made to give police
state
the
1.000
of
German
test
c?ied by the department of
mere general, the correspondent
There is every reason to believe that the real
taken dicated that this government owes
f 4ha tnhnhftfl.ntfl
The losses of the Germans The marines were arrested and
aggressive strength will not long be delayed.
the
crossed
have
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detention
be
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much
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and
the
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The
that
people
the
have'
Esperanza
.heavy
report
extraordinarily
been
Again today
is reIgnacio de la Barra, brother of the cause of their exemplary conduct dur- when the order of President Wilson
the fact that those of the enemy have
Carpathian range and entered Hungariai, capturing Uzsok,
of Mex ing the period that American forces directing General Funston to prepare
the capital
been even greater Is poor consolation. former provisional president
peated. usok lies In a line extending from Lemberg,
10
muiwiio
the
was
Espagne's 205 pas have occupied that port. It would to evacuate the city was received. The
among
of Galicla, southwest to Budapest. There la nocning
The troops are confident that in the ico,
facMonte Carlo. be difficult to cite an instance where- - TrM.trritv nf thn residents of Vera Cma
came
from
is
He
a
important
into
very
diversion
sengers.
Hungary
that the Russian
end they will win the action.
he said, in the people of a city occupied by a. the ship's officers said; were made
there,
paraphernalia
Gambling
tor in their general strategy.
to
Ranks
Quit
Glad
of
a
beds foreign army have accepted, a situa- with
had
part
Galicla
in
occupied
hospital
had
been
Russians
replaced
Other rt ports that
A long column of French prisoners
uneasy by the order. When the Espe-t'.oconfirmed.
not
been
tables.
have
Cracow
to
evidence
such
march
this
and
with
kind
on
the
of
from
left Vera Cruz she had on board
operating
week
jracza
the
Prezmysl
of war arrived during
attack Qn Klao Chow, the
of patience and good will.
2F3 passengers, some of whom had
In the far east the Japanese-Britisof Rhelms. Last Monday
direction
the
beGerman leased possession In China, moves slowly. A battle
Although the city was occupied byjieft hurriedly on hearing that the
the correspondent met a column of
of
Tsin
Tau,
outskirts
the
on
Sea
at
tween land forces has been fought
a
Losses
showed
faces
whose
men
foreign army differing in race and Ar.ierican forces were to be with-Heavy
about 1,000
the seat of government of Kiao Chow. Tokio claims a victory in
British
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from Its Inhabitants and was drawn.
to
last
have
at
Sent.
London.
language
were
glad
that
they
the engagement, which does not appear to have been on a very
under the strictest form of
of
terrors
On arrival at Progresso, Mexican of
and
escaped the turmoil
ships with an aggregate tonuage of governed
condition
would
law
madtlal
that
great scale.'
(a
battlefields.
ficers
wanted to arrest 16 passengers
modern
of
this
greatest
59,331 have been sunk on the high
German reports say that their forces fell back to the first line
Continuing the correspondent eays: seas by German cruisers up to Sep ordinarily be expected to result in said to have been prominent supportnf defenses around Tsinir Tau.
The
"My own experience is that the pop- tember 23 according to an admiralty friction) none of the incidents that ers of the Huerta government.
rein these
mainbe
out
to
Occasionally fighting continues in Belgium. Amsterdam
would
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expected
the
of
France
northern
naturally
put
ulation
of
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captain
return issued this afternoon. Eight
mnd Belgians four
ports a sharp encounter between the Germans
ciicumstances has occurred.
sea and the passengers in question
attitude. That other British,
a
satisfactory
taining
whose
tonnage
ships,
miles east of Antwerp and other clashes 16 miles east of Ghent.
has were transferred to the cruiser Salem.
No attemnt at assassination
friendliness is
we will meet much
2,979, have been sunk by
aggregated
Results are not knowni.
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to
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cumstances. Conditions in France are 24
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these capitals In reaching the United States. The censorship at
The fighting near Louvain, Bel the Germans in the same waters. tn- - force occupying vera uruz. xne
London has been made much more severe, evidently In the interauthorDe la Barra Working .
Eium. during the second week of Sep British
ships detained at German orders given by the military
est of British strategy, and this (action has. been reflected at
in' which it was claimed that
- ities were all carried out without fric
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Sept. 28. Francisco de la
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total
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number
ports
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retaken
Mexican minister to
French
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the
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the
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be
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France,
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side
admiralty
On the credit
At the present moment the nbsence of detailed reports from
zette. Thi Dauer declares that on
and enlisted men could go the constitutionalist
officers
The
government, of
a
total
with
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are
German
ships
events
momentous
gives
the battle lints seems to indicate that
!the second day of the fighting Bel tonnage of 200,000 detained in British arywhere without the slightest fear Mexico several day ago, but to the
,
transpiring.
Igian troops advanced to within two
being present time he has received no reports eince the outbreak of the war; and without the necessity of
'
ta little over a mile) of 88 German
i kilometers
armed.
ply. In the meantime he, continues to
ton
ships of an aggregate
"
of
railroad station and poured
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'
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Mexico City. Sept. 28. The telegram
a war fund of five billion marks ($1,- shows a lose of 168 German ships
war is costing tho Germans about h d Thi compelled the small Ger- the
asserted
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it
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of 283,000 from Villa requesting Carranza to re
an
with
tonnage
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f
of occupation to fall back detained or captured by the allies. sign as supreme chief of the constitu
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Washington,
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(Continued on Page Five)
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Germany Has the Money
Berlin, Sept 28 (via London). The
response of the Cr rinnn pubi c to t'.e
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Blood Remedy

A

Sustains World
Myriads Have Learned of Its Remarkable Curative Value.

the very fact that 8. 8. 8., the
famous blood purlUer Is a natural medicine, It Is opposed by those who ran not
Rive up mercury
and other dangerous
drugs, rinhlt Is a strange master. Afflicted people use mercury with a blind
Not warned by the rheuforce of halilt.
matism they see all around them, unmindful of the locomotor ataxia, paralysis and other dreaded results of mineral
poisoning, they cling to the fast disappearing treatment so surely and positiveFrom

ly being

replaced

by 8. 8. 8., wherever

the light strikes In. 8. 8. 8. Is fast becoming the world's panacea for all blood
troubles because It is welcome to a weak
stomach, Is taken naturally Into the
blood. Is a wave of purifying Influence
known hy Its remarkable curative results,
and Is the standby of a host of people.
It goes into the blood and remains a strong
medicinal influence to the end and this
without any other effect than that of a
purely rleauslug property.
It Is the most universally recom-

blond remedy known, and has
sustained Its reputation for half a cenIts ingredients are Nature's deftury.
inite antidotes for germs that create our
Get a bottle today of
worst afflictions.
Refuse
all substitutes.
any druggist.
Write the medical department, The Swift
62
Swift
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.,
Specific Co.,
for free advice on blood troubles, and how
to overcome them. This department Is one
of the finest helps to men to be found
anywhere, and It Is entirely free.
mended

BIRTHDAY

OF GENERAL

FRENCH

General Sir John
London, Sept
Denton French, the famous commander of the English forces now engaged
In the war on the continent, reaches
his
birthday today, having been born la a village In Kent
September 28, 1852. General French
Is a veteran who has seen service on
many fields since he entered the army
40 years ago. It is a fact not generally known that he was a midshipman
in the royal navy for four years before he entered the army. His first
notable military service was in connection with the Soudan campaign In
1SS4-When the Boer war broke out
be went to South Africa in command
of cavalry. He served until the end
of the war, taking part in many historic battles, and w.aa often mentioned
in the dispatches. In 1907 he became
Inspector general of forces and last
year he was promoted to field
28.
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Dizzy Head, Fluttering Heart, Floating Specks

These are signs of kidney and bladder trouble, You'll have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidney Pills at once. Your miserable
nick feeling will be gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
and active again. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer aqd Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv,
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STRANGE COME! CAR MEN STRIVE SYNOD WILL END ATONEMENT DAY A
TO PREVENT

ITS! ABORS

SOLEMN JEWISH

THE SKY

I NURIES

TODAY

OCCASION

IT MAY BE SEEN EVERY MORNING ABOUT 4:30; A POLICEMAN SAID SO

OF
CAMPAIGN FOR REDUCTION
ACCIDENTS WILL BE PROSECUTED VIGOROUSLY

IS ABROAD

In its campaign for the reduction of
accidents on electric railways the American Electric Railway association,
through its allied organization devoted to the claims department, has or
ganized an accident prevention tooard,
which is to make its first report at
annual convention of
the thirty-thir- d
the association to be held in Atlantic
City, October 12 to 16. The Las Vegas Transit company is to be repre- sneted at the convention, V. P. South
ard, general manager, told an Optic
representative today by W. A. Haller,
chief engineer and general superintendent of the Federal Light and
Traction company.
Almost every electric railway com
pany, no matter what its size, has dur
ing the past few years carried on eith
er by itself, or in conjunction with
chic organizations and municipal authorities, accident prevention comThe accident prevention
paigns.
board alms to make a careful study
of these various campaigns, securing
the most efficient methods of educat
ing both employes and the public, in
safety first work and so standardize
the work of accident prevention that
ccmpanies may have at their disposal
the most efficient and best methods.
As far as the employes are concerned
the general training Is clos"ely linked
with the work of accident prevention
and because of this fact both the en
gineering and transportation depart
ments are represented upon the board
which is composed of representatives
of some of the largest electric rail
way companies in the country. The
general feeling among electric railway
nen Is that there is no more Impor- ont part of their work than that of ac
cident prevention and that a very
great amount of good can be done by
a properly conducted compaign under
the auspices of this accident preven
tion board.
The report Is one of 73 reports on
Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks?
various subjects to be heard at the
Persons who are subject to bilious
coining convention which it is exattacks will be Interested In the expected will be attended, by between
perience of Mrs. Louise Shunke, four and five thousand officers.
Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
ago I suffered a great deal from indigestion and biliousness," she says. "I TO FRAME PARTY PLATFORMS
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
Trenton, N. J., Sept. 28. In con
and they relieved mo at once." For formity with the general election law
sale by all dealers. Adv.
the three principal jo'itical parties n
New
Jersey democrat, republican
.vill hold their state
and progressive
to
Is
as
act
Billy McCarney
going
this
in
conventions
city tomorrow to
manager for Carl Morris. Biliy beand make other neplatforms
adopt
lieves he can make a champion out
cessary arrangements for the fall camof the Oklahoma giant.
paign. The socialists and prohibitionists have yet to obtain enough votes
In the state to entitle them to a state
convention.

If you are a star gazer and like to
see the unusual in celestial visitors,
arise about 4:30 o'clock tomorrow
morning and take a squint Into the
northeast heavens, says Merchants'
Policeman Pierce J. Murphy. There
before your gaze through a somewhat
dimmed sky now by the moon, you
will see a pretty comet, almost equal,
to the celebrated DeRake comet of
liilO. And like that comet, it has not
been announced. So far as known,
not a thing has been mentioned in any
of the papers or by men of science regarding this comet.
To find the comet, arise at 4; 80 o'clock a. m. and look northeast The
con.et lies directly betewen the conclusstellation Hyades (the
ter of stars) and the first star of the
big dipper.
A war comet Is soon to appear, but
according to astronomers this is not
yet visible and will be but a small
comet. No one seems to know what
the name of this comet is.
At any rate, early in 1910, when the
prpers were filled with stories of the
return of Halley's comet, which was
due in October that year, a comet,
very large and well defined and much
better than Halley's proved to be,
appeared early in the evening
in the southwest heavens. People
thought it was Halley's comet. Instead It was discovered by a man named DeRake and given the name of
comet. Halley's comet came
in October, true to prediction, but it
was a frost compared to the exhibition given by the unscheduled DeRake
tai'ed star.
Officer Murphy discovered the cornet seevral mornings ago. He told a
representative of.' The Optic; about it,
so that the public might have a chance
to see It.
y
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Colic and Dlarrheoa Cured
No one who has used the preparation will doubt the statement of Mrs.

Jciinle Brown, Logansport, Ind., who
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy haa been used
by members of my family and myself
for the past 20 years. For cramps
and summer complaint it cannot be
beat." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS
100,000.M

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.

Albuquerque, Sept. 28. The Rev.
John R. Gass, D. D., for several years
state worker for the Presbyterian
church, was elected to that office
again at the synodieal meeting Saturday.
The synod took steps for advanced
work in the state by electing the Rev.
R. Steel of the Presbyterian board of
evangelism, state evangelist. He will
give all his time to holding evangelistic services in the state.
A diversion from the routine o business greatly appreciated by the visitors was an auto excursion about the
city. Business men with their machines took the visitors out to the
Presbyterian sanatorium, the university, Menaul school and the Indian
school.
Menaul school treated the
party to a watermelon feast.
An important item of the day
was the reorganization of the
committee in chatge of the home mission work of the synod.
The plan
contemplates" greater efficiency and
advance In the work in the state.
The synod failed to complete its
business and took a recess until 8:30
Monday morning.
.
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Hall of Roswell, president of
the interscholastic oratorical association, has sent out letters to all county and city school
superintendents
calling their attention to the oratorical and declamatory contests to be
held in Albuquerque November 25,
as a feature of the educational association meeting.
V. O.

Mexico Fair.

National Sunday

and return

RoswelL

N.

Sept. 19, 1914.

Ml.,

To School Executive:
I wIshto.Jl.
jour attention to the
annual interscholastic oratorical and
declamatory contest, which Is to be
held in Albuquerque Wednesday evening, November 25, 1911. This evening is given over to this contebt by
fhe N. M. T. A. I would suggest that
if you have not already held your preliminary contest that you do so at
once so that you may send a representative to Albuquerque.
The committee appointed to change
the high school oratorical contest to
a declamatory contest decided to allow the oratorical contest to remain
as formerly for this year and to add
a declamatory contest In accordance
with 'motion as carried at the last an
nual meeting. Each high school mry
be represented by a boy or girl in
one or both of these contests. The
qualification of students to enter the
declamatory contest are the same as
for entrance into the oratorical contest. The declamation should not he
more than 15 minutes in length.
The annual membership fee of two
dollars for admittance Into the high
school to both the oratorical and declamatory contest.
The oratorical contest for the high
er institutions Qt learning remains
the same as last year,.
We want to make this the best and
largest contest ever held la New Mex
ico and to that end ask that each
school hold their local contest early
and eend a representative. It will aid
and inspire your school as well as the
student who participates.
I shall be glad to furnish any infor
mation that I can concerning rules,
regulations, etc. May I have a word
from, you saying that you will be with
us at Albuquerque?
Very truly yours,
W O. HALL.
-

OF BUFFALOES

Indianapolis, Sept. 28. Indianapolis
to entertain this week the national
convention of the Benevolent Order
of Buffaloes, a fraternal organization
which has grown rapidly in member
ship since its organization In the mid
dle west several yeara ago. Large
delegations' are attending the conven
tion from Ohio, Tennessee, Kentucky
and a number of other states.
Is
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The Jewish people of Las Vegas will
btgin, tomorrow evening at sundown,
th 3 celebration of Yom Kippur, or the
Day of the Atonement. There will be
special services in Temple Monteflore
tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock,
Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock and
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
preceding the memorial
services.
At the services tomorrow evening
Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau, the spiritual director of the congregation, will
pi each upon the subject, "God, Our
Neighbor and Ourselves." At the service! Wednesday morning, which will
be especially for the benefit of the
yernger members of the congregation,
though all are expected to be present,
Pr. Landau will talk upon the subject,
"Losing Our Way."
At the 3 o'clock services Wednesday, Dr. Landau's subject will be "If
a Man Die, Shall He Live Again?"
Beautiful music will be a feature of
all the services. The general public
is cordially invited to attend any or
al. of them.
The Day Defined
The Day of Atonement, Yom Kippur,
the holiest day in the Jewish calen
dar, falls this year on the thirtieth day
of September. The Hebrew date la
the 10th of Tishrl. The festival Is
4
and
ordained in Leviticus XVI
In both passages it is
XXXIII
stjled "A Sabbath of Solemn Rest."
The purpose of the Day of Atonement Is clearly Indicated by its
name. It, Is intended to complete and
crown the work of the penitential season, begun on the first of Tishrl (New
Year), by finally reconciling the soul
iimpliclity trust-in- j;
with the Almigthy.
in the Divine forgiveness, the Israelite believes that his contrition, if
it be really sincere, will atone for
him, will make him "at one" once
more with his Heavenly Father. The
day, then, is devoted to a supreme effort of penitence, to a mighty endeavor after communion with the Almighty. It is spent in prayer and
meditation.
It is kept, too, as a fast, in obedience to the command given In each
of the two passages above cited where
the expression "afflict his soul" must
be understood, in accordance with the
traditional Interpretation, as synonymous with fasting.
The chief, the real aim of the Day
of Atonement is the return from evil
to good, or In other words, the reconciliation of the Individual soul with
tl:o eternal right, which is of God. All
the external elements of the day's observance its worship and austerities
ore intended to promote this supreme purpose. They cannot do duty
for it. The act of fasting is partly
chastiseto serve as a
ment, and partly it has a reflex in
fluence. For hunger and weakness tell
upon the conscience; they mortify
pride, break down obstinacy, cast men
down before God in humility and con
trition. But fasting does even more
than that. Taking the worshipper
away from such carnal occupations as
eating and drinking, it helps to fix
his thoughts upon the needs of the
soul. It makes the day one of physic
al abstinence and self denial, but also
of correspondingly increased spiritual
ity.
The sublime Nellah prayers consti
tute the closing service of the day.
Htre the triumphant note of reconci
liation with God sounds clear. The
prayers advance in the scale of ecstasy and the worship of the day culminates in the glorious outburst by
the assembled multitude of Israel's
gieat watchword "Hear O Israel, the
Lord is our God, the Lord is One." and
its accompanying phrases "Praised be
the glorious name of His Kingdom for
ever and ever," the whole closing with
the stirring confession, spoken seven
times, "Adonoy hu hoelohim," "the
Lord is God, the Lord is God."
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A Lame Back

Kidney Trouble Causes

For a Weak Stomach

And it will give you even worse if
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on
her back with kidney trouble and inflamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back
Is stronger than in years, and both
kidney and bladder troubles are entirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

There are people right in this vicinity who find it necessary to be very
careful about what they eat as they
have weak stomachs. Many of them
wculj be very much benefited by the
same treatment that cured Mrs. Ernest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who
writes, "I had a weak stomacn and
for years certain food disagreed with
me. I would feel uncomfortable for
hours after eating. I lost weight and

Dartmouth has two men, Whitney
and Curtis, who can punt between GO
and 65 yards. With the exception of
Mahan of Harvard, Curtis was consid
ered the best punter in the eastern
colleges last fall.

Then I began
became debilitated.
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and the
promptness with which they benefited
me surprised both myself and my family. They strengthened my digestion
and in a short time I was sound and
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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Just a pressure of a button or a twitch of a switch, the
room is flooded with the clear, mellow glow of ELECTRIC
LIGHT. Its toft steady light rests old eyes and prevents
eye strain in the little folk. It is a
great aid to students studying at
night.
'
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- ' uoi wiica
j ior
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Cicctnc
are
Light, you
depriving yourscll of
one of the greatest of modern conYour house can be
veniences.
wired, quickly and cheaply without
dirt or muss.
Phone, write or call today and we
will gladly send a representative to
make a free estimate of your wiring
cost it will be most inexpensive for
you to wire your home NOW for
winter comforts.
r-

j

'Always at your Service"
The Las Vegas Light & Power C0.
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itate the payment of the war debt
restraints and monopolies."
the heart and chastise ttie spirit, beOPERATORS
He assailed the elimination of spe which posterity will have to meet, and
come nothing but pleasant Incidents
cific criminal penalties for unlawful aisc permit an earlier resumption of
lxi a busy day.
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4.50 and 5.00 values now $3.98
have kept nations at loggerheads for
coln park makes them forget incipient ceptance of the tentative basis for property of convicted corporations.
will
"If the allleB," declared Senator years
unquestionably be settled
ouches. The Optic believes Lincoln settlement of the Colorado coal strike
in the forthcoming peace negotiations,
park is the prettiest piece of ground proposed by federal mediators, despite Rfed, "had attempted to stop the Geri-- 5
10C yards square In Greater Las Ve- the partially unfavorable reply of the mans with dough bullets the soldiers and so remove some of the elements
of
international
which
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the war spirit. In all probability Eu
the park commission, which, in the dent Wilson told callers today he does in 24 hours; so far as its anti-trus- t
will enter a period of prolonged
space of a few years, has transformed nrt. consider the investigation closed features are concerned, this Is a dough rope
. hint hiAm f. ilrurv lrtxlrlno- v4Mnt ard that he will work for further ne- - bullet bill.
Instead of 'Clayton anti- peace after the present contest is
trust' it should be referred to as 'the ended.
'gotiatlons.
lot Into a beauty spot
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rious summer by these conferees.' "
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NEW YORK TRIES ITS

PERSONALS

STATEWIDE PRIMARY

Miss jia.net McKeever, who has been
visiting in Santa Fe for some time SEVERAL CANDIDATES WILL BE
with her mother, Mrs. Harry T. HerCHOSEN BY THE VARIOUS
ring, has gone to Bryn Mawr, where
PARTIES
ehe will resume her studies.
known
well
here, having
McKeever is
been the guest of the Misses Clement
New York, Sept 28. The new di
during the late summer.
rect primary law will be given its first
V. P. Thomas of Chicago was among
when enrolled voters

Ms

test today
throughout the state will express their
preferences for party candidates for
governor, United States senator, 150
members of the state assembly, 51
state senators, 45 congressmen, 15
to the constitutional
delegates-at-larg- e
convention and for local offices.
The candidates for the democratic
nomination for governor are Martin H.
Glynn and John A. Hennessy; Charles
S. Whitman, Harvey D. Hinman and
Job E. Hedges seek the republican
ncmination, and Fred M. Davenport
days.
and William Sulzer, the progressive.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. Cancoast of DenFor United States senators the desigver are stopping at one of the city's nations are James W. Gerard and
hotels.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, democratic;
M. Bendu. L Bacharach and Walter
James W. Wadsworth, Jr., William
Cayot took an auto trip yesterday to JlCalder and David
Jayne Hill,
Cleveland.
Charles Laubeer, who has been in
California for some time, returned to
Las Vegas Saturday evening.
T. J. Davidson of Douglas, Wyo., AMERICAN VESSEL IS
is stopping at one of the local hotels.
J. C. John sen left on train No. 1
STOPPED BY THE JAPS
today for a month's visit In AlbuquerBlalie-morMr.
Mrs.
and
Thomas
que with
yesterday's arrivals.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. McAtee of El
Paso arrived in Las Vegas yesterday.
Mr. McAtee will remain here for some
time on business.
J. B. Robertson of Albuquerque is
stopping at one of the local hotels.
R. P. Evlin of Santa Fe is among
the more recent arrivals.
C. E. W. Stout of Kansas City is
In the city for a brief stay.
C. S. Mooney, a business man of
Omaha, is in Las Vegas for a few

e.

Horace Applegate, a business man
6f St. Louis, is in the city for a few
da'y.
Frank Goldy and Robert Craycroft
of Decatur, 111., who have been in
Las Vegas' all summer, left last night
for theid home.
WilliamJJ, Stapp, chief deputy county clerk, who has been away on a
short vacation trip tq Shoemaker, returned today on train No. 1.
SUFFRAGE

IN CHURCH

Ottawa, Ontario, Sept. 28. A proposal to grant women equal rights
with men in church affairs was today
approved by a committee to which it
was referred by the Methodist general conference, in session here. The
conference may reach the matter

YO UR

SUIT
For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.
We have a complete line of
eign and domestic suitings,

for-

com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR

ALASKAN

STEAMSHIP

COMPANY'S

SHIP THOUGHT TO HAVE
CARRIED

COAL

WAR
(Continued from

Page One)

of the Belgians were
The loss."
heavy, while the German artillery, did
not lose a single man in killed or
On the following day, the
wounded.
Cologne Gazette continues, the Germans who in the meanwhile had been
reinforced, attacked the Uelgians. In
Uelgians
spite of the fact that-thwere four times superior to tho Germans they were completely defeated.
In this fight the German naval coast
artillery reserves distinguished thim-selveOn the second day the losses
of the Belgians were also heavy.

CRYSTAL 1ITTES1

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

National League
Chicago at Boston.
Pittsburgh at N'ew York.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
Federal League
Chicago

at

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus

Brooklyn.

Indianapolis at Pittsburgh.
St. Louis at Baltimore.
Kansas City at Buffalo.

$125,000.00

OF SPORTS FOR
THE WEEK

CALENDAR
YESTERDAY'S

RESULTS

Better Babies Contest Entry Card
County Fair, at Las Vegas

Ag-ne-

r

Austro-Hungaria-

Austro-Hungaria-

Mc-ilal- e,

DUM-DUM-

.

n

n

I

sealcoast.

Quick on the Trigger
With a Snap-ShEye

R. H. E.
At Lincoln-- 7 3
-- 3
Lincoln
4
5 0
Wichita
Batteries: Dawson and Blackburn;
Clemons and Jones.
R. H. E.
Second Game
12 15 2
Lincoln .
2
Wichita
Batteries:
Scoggins and Rehor;
O'Rourke and Gralham.

ot

14

GEORGE W. MAXWELL

Des Moines
St. Joseph

-

4 10
0 2

Batteries: Hogan and Haley;
and Griffith.

find relaxation and complete
enjoyment in Tuxedo. It's a nerve
steadier and a sure fire, slow burn'
ing tobacco. Easily my favorite.'

1

0
r

Ster-ze-

trapshooter

"

R. H.E.

At St. Joseph

split-secon- d.

'

R. H. E.

Second Game
-- l
Des Moines
I
St. Joseph

4
6

5
7

HAND

IS NAMED

President
Sept
nominated Augustus N.
York City to be United
judge, southern district
Thomas Jones of Vale,
of the land office at
28.

PROSECUTION

TO FOLLOW

Washington, Sept 28. Great Brit
aln haa asked the United State to
investigate who was responsible for
sending the American ship Lorenzo
with coal to the Greman cruiser Karl- srihe In British West Indian waters:
The Lorenzo was caught by a British
cruiser. The departments of con
meroe and Justice will determine who
may be prosecuted under the neu
trality laws.

crack trapshooter has to be a man
steady nerves and muscles absolutely under control always ready, at
the sudden jerk of a string to swing his gun
into place and bring down his clay pigeon.
This means trained, not to the minute,
He takes no chances
but to the
with his nerves.
We present the names of some of these
crack shots who smoke Tuxedo, They like
to smoke; but they take no chances on a tobacco that might "throw them off."

THE

3
3

'

Ri. H. E.
At Topeka
5
-- 8 14
Topeka
2 10 1
Denver .
Batteries: Dashner and Tonneman,
Gleason; Harrington and Block.
.
R. H. E.
Second Game
8 11 5
Topeka ,
11 12 3
Denver .
Batteries: Faircloth, Wedeman and
Gleason; Burcher, Morgan and Block.

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

to give you all the benefits of the highest grade smoke. It is made
from the very finest tobacco Kentucky
grows ripe, mellow, sweet and mild old
Burley, aged right up to perfection-day- .
Then treated by the original "Tuxedo Process," which takes out the sting, makes
is purposely made

TOM A. MARSHALL
famous trapshooter
Tuxedo tobacco is unquestionably the acme of perfection; smok-

SUCCESSORTOWILLIMI

"

OF VilEI)

IS A TURK

ing Tuxedo makes
worth living."

life better

REPLACES.
ALBANIAN
SENATE
THE RULER WHO FLED FOR

Tuxedo smoke cool

HIS LIFE

Vale.

SEASONS

Three Points

American League
Boston at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St, Louis.
New York at Cleveland.
Washington at Detroit.

October 5, 6 and 7

Washington,
Wilson today
Hand of New
States district
of Ner York;
Ore., register

the best in all

TODAY

Prussian Guard Broken
Monday
International championship billiard
Bordeaux, Sept. 28. According to
Amerrcan League
match between Willie Hoppe and Meldispatches from the front, the PrusR.H. E. bourne Inman
Louis
At
St,
to
begins in New York.
sian guard has been cut
pieces St.
0 4 2
Louis
vs. Willie Beecher,
Dundee
of
the
Johnny
last
three
the
fighting
during
6 12 0
The entry card, printed below, must be mailed to Mrs. Charles Trom-bul- l,
Philadelphia
20 rounds at Vernon, Cat
days. The strength of some com
and
East Las Vegas, New Me.dco, Chairman of the Committee on enBatteries:
Leverenz
James,
"Gcnboat" Smith vs. "Cyclone"
panies had been reduced from 250 to
of
tries
that departmeat. Notice of time of Judging appoinment will be
Bender and Schang.
six
rounds at Pittsburgh.
Thompson,
Hiii men.
mailed to all making their entires early. Entries In this department
20
Ahern
vs.
Pat
O'Keefe,
Young
Virtually all the original officers of
R. H.E.
close at 12 o'clock noon, Saturday, October 3. Examination will be made
At Cleveland
rounds at London.
the guard have been killed or wound5 7 2
on October 5 and. 6. No entrance fee is required, No child Pilfering
Cleveland
ed, and two battalions have been an- New York
Tuesday
3
7
0
from any acute or constitutional diseases may be entered. All babieu
-- '
nihilated.
Tommy Murphy vs. Matty Baldwin, between the
Batteries: Morton and Eg:i;
ages of one to four years, both male and female, are eligible
12 rounds at Boston.
to entry. There will be three divisions. Division A being from, one to
Brown and Sweeney.
Germans are Repulsed
Wednesday
two years old. Division B from two to three years old, Division. C from
R. H. E.
Second Game
Washington, Sept. 28. The French Cleveland .
George Chip vs. Bully Murray, 20 three to four years old. In each division a first prlz of $5 in gold will
G
2
1
rounds at San Francisco.
embassy today received the following New York be awarded to the best male child and to the best female child.
1
5 10
dispatch from Bordeaux:
Friday
Batteries:
Tedrow, Bownman and
The following Is the form of entry card used:
"The Austrlans in the south of
Chick Hayes vs. Gilbert Yankee, 12
Egan; Cole and Nunamaker.
Przemysl continue the war at the
rounds at Toledo, O.
Entry No.
west.
In east Prussia the attempts
R. H. Es.
At Detroit
Saturday
Division of the Germans to assume the offen-s'v- e
6
9 2
Opening of the intercollegiate foot,
Washington .
to the east of Suawalki and south Detroit - 2 6 1 bail season in the west.
..
.
Name of child
of Grajewo, were repulsed.
Annual Montclair horse srow at
Batteries: Johnson and Ainsmith;
Months
Age: Years
Days
Montclair, N. Ji.
Reynolds, Covaleskie and Stallage.
Austrlans Deny Losses
Joe Mandot vs. Joe Rivers, 20 Sex .
Manchester, Mass., Sept. 28. The
At Chicago
R. H. E. rounds at New Orleans.
Austrian ambassador today gave out Boston
:
1
S 15
Parents' Name
tie following official dispatch, which Chicago
6 11 3
IN USE
Address ,
he said he had received by .wireless -- Batteries:
Collins and Carrigan;
28 (via
wireless to
from Vienna:
Belin,
Sept,
Street and No
Faber, Jasper, Scott and Kuhn.
L. I.). The French govern
'The situation in the northern and
Second Game
R. H. E. iayville,
All parties wishing to onto- i.iJ.: children ir'l out the above form
ment, according to informataion given
southern war theaters remains un Boston .
3
9 1
admitted
out
has
the
in
Berlin,
mail to Mrs. Trumbull at above address.
pos
and
changed. Favorable information pub Chicago
4
7 2
session of dum-dubut ex
bullets,
lished by the enemies is wrong; par
Batteries:
Bedient and Thomas;
plains that they were made only for
ticularly the information from London. Benz and Schalk.
UNLAWFUL COMBINATION
lav has depressed the price of cotton,
The story that two forts of the Prze- shooting spies. It is again asserted
28. Attorney seed.
dum-duSept.
thousands
of
According to reports brought
Washington,
that
bullets
In
Galicia have been
nijsl fortress
Western League
General Gregory today began an In- to the department, seed dealers are
and
been
battlefields
on
found
have
conquered Is entirely an invention.
R. H. E.
At Sioux City
the price
that they have been used for war
vestigation of complaints that a com- r.cw paying about one-hal- f
The
5 10
government has Sioux City
5
r
cotton seed In former yeaxt.
bination
violation
Sherman
for
in
of
the
paid
allies
the
to
the
neutral
and
2
5 0
protested
Omaha .
powers against the use of dum-duBatteries: Kelly and Crisp; Willis
projectiles on the part of the Russians, and Zabaugh.
Second Ooroa R. H. E.
adding that the chief commandant of
the
army is at pres Sioux City
.5 10 1
ent not thinking at reprisals. The dis Omahal 0 -5 0
Batteries: Gaspar and Murphy;
patch was signed by Count Berchtoldt,
foreign secretary.
Styles and Krueger..,
I

Seattle, Wash., Sept. 28. Confirma
tion of the cable report that the Alas
ka Steamship company's steamship
Seward, which left Seattle September
15 with passengers and a large quantity of coal for Alaska ports, was
halted in Queen Charlotte sound,
British waters, on the sevententh by
the Japanese cruiser Idzumo, which
fired a shot across the Seward's bow
as notice to stop, wa's received here
today in a mail report to the com
pany. A Japanese officer went aboard
and examined the ship's papers close
ly, ithe Seward bem,g detained six
hours. At the end of that time she
was permitted to continue her voy
age. It is thought that the shipment
of coal was under suspicion as pos
sibly being intended for ultimate delivery to an enemy of the allies.
The Seward, on arrival at Ketchi
kan, Alaska, reported the reason for
her delay, and the company's agent
sent the details by mail to the Alaska
Japs are Advancing
Steamship company here. The hold
Peking, China, Sept. 28. The Japan
ing up of the steamship was perfectly ese legation announces that Japanese
proper, according to the. company, but
oops, after fighting on Saturday and
the long wait, when the vessel's pa- Sunday, occupied a position within
pers were quite regular, is objected seven and a half miles of Tsin Tau,
'
,
to.
the-- seat of government of Klao Chow,
The company has received no direct the German leased possession In
report frpm the captain of the Sew China. A German report, undated, but
ard, and seems disinclined to take the evidently having to do with the same
stopping of its boat as a serious
engagement, says that the Germans re
tired only from their outpost positions,
falling back within the fire line dePICKING UP SURVIVORS
fenses of the city.
Seattle, Wash., Sept., 28 The steam
ship Cordova reported by wireless toBelgians Repulse Germans
day that she had picked u;p off Agattu
London, Sept. 28. A disjintch to
island 58 of the officers and men of Reuter'a Telegram company from
the wrecked revenue cutter Tahoma, Amsterdam salys that the Germans,
which struck on a, reef between Klstie in again bombarding Malines and at
and Agattu island September 20. the same time attacking Grembergen,
Eleven survivors are supposed to be were repulsed by the Belgians with
on the coast survey eteamer Patter heavy losses.
son. Both relief steamers are cruis
Alost Is Bombarded
ing to pick lup the remaining casta
In a dispatch from Ostend, the corways, about a score, who are believed respondent of Reutger's Telegram
to have reached Islands near the company says that
Belgians, anticiwrecks
pating a German attack on Alost,
have 6ent the inhabitants
away.
This town has been reoccupied by
the Belgians.
The Germana yesterday bombarded
Aloet, inflicting considerable damage,
Including the burning of a hospital.
The Germans were driven back in
the direction of Assche, six miles
northwest of Brussels. The corre
spondent says that a Zeppelin airship
yesterday flew over Ghent and the

You Will Find

nvi

28, 1914.

and slow, and guarantees that it cannot bite
your tongue.

A dispatch to
the Central News from Rome says
London, Sept. 28.

that a message received there from
Dvrazzo, Albania, announces that the
Albanian senate has elected Prince

Trf

son of the former Sul- ton Abdul Hamid, prince of Albania
in succession to Prince William of

Inirhan-Eddi-

Wied.

1

Tuxedo has had many
imitators; none has ever'
equalled it in sheer quality and smoking-value.

v!

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

ENGLAND TAKES DUALA
London, Sept. 28. The official press
bureau this afternoon issued the fol

FRED GILBERT
the celebrated trapshooter

lowing statement:

"Operations of his majesty's naval
forces on the west coast of Africa
have resulted In the unconditional surrender of Duala, trie capital of Kaniarun, and of Bonaberl to an Anglo- French force."
-

"The coolest, most fragrant,
most pleasant tobacco in my exTuxedo.
Leads in
perience
mildness and purity."
9

ju

Famous green tin with gold let-

10c
tering, curved to fit the pocket
Convenient pouch, inner - lined
with moi.tu
paper . .

5c

of

a In
THE

Class Humidor
AMERICAN

SOc

and 90c

"

TOBACCO COMPANY
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It Will Be
Done Quickly and
Rightly
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WANT

husband
MRS. SEATON'S TRIAL IS BEGUN
TODAY IN HACKENSACK,
NEW JERSEY

COLUMN

Hackensack, N. J., Sept. 28. The
case of Mrs. Alice L. Seaton, charged
with murdering her husband, Freder
ick R. Seaton, well known as an actor,
was called in court here today for
trial. Mrs. Seaton. has entered a plea
of not guilty and has engaged prominent counsel to conduct her defence.
Seaton was shot and killed a little
after noon on August 13, the tragedy
taking place on the back porch on his
home of Bogota. A few moments be
fore the killing two trackwalkers on
the West Shore railroad saw Seaton
seated on the porch, and heard him
talking in loud tones to his wife, who
was standing in the doorway.
She said something, to which Seaton is said to have replied, "Oh, can't
you quit making a fuss?" There upon
iie Started toward the door, and Mrs.
Seaton backed into the house out of

OF COLUMBUS, COUM
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
In O. R, C. hafl.
Reg- - (ourth Thursday
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

ular conclave second Tues-ilAsi-i' Pioneer building. Visiting member!
dey In each mcnth at Ma are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel. F. 8.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
:g
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LOCAL TIME CARD

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-r- cation first Monday in each
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Flvt etnU per line each Insertion.
IT M at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
F. O. Blood, SecreNo ad to occupy lets space than two
isl tary.
All Advertisements charged
lines
will bs booked at space actually set I.
O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO,
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meets every Monday erenlng at
Cash In advlnce prefsrred.
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend.
J. Friedenstine. N. Q.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Werta, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgoock,
WANTED .Man at Harvey's
ranch Cemetery Trustee.
for general farm work; must be
good milker. Address Box B, City. B. p, o. ELKS Bleeti second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Carriage out Saturday morning.
month Elks" home on NlnO street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
WANTED Neat, competent girl for are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
general housework family of two
Secretary.
of
good wages; must furnish best
references.
Apply 102) bcuglas
avenue or to E, Rosenwald fc Son KNIGHTJ AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome O. L FreeFOR RENT Two light housekeeping
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
rooms.
414 Seventh street
Financier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
rooms. 721 Fourth.
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. U.

Wanted

A

No.
No.
No,
No.

No.
No.
No.
No.

East Bound
Arrive
Desrt
7:20 p. m.... 7:46
I.
11:61 I. ft
4.
11:64 p m
S
St a.
t:2fi a. m
II.-,.- .
01
. O.
1:85 p. m
Wsst Bound
Arrive
Deyan
1
1:SS
1:10 p, m
V
1:35 a. m.... 1:41 a. n
7. .TV 4:20 a. m
4:81
9
1:36 p. m
7:l f.

r

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-- if you use

For Rent

ar

ar

a

Petten. Secretary.

ni;.ht.

moment later the trackwalkers
heard two shots. They ran to the
nearest telephone and called a physician and the police. Returning to the
house, they found Seaton lying in the
kitchen, with one bullet in his breast
and another in his brain. He was
dead when the physician reached him.
Not far away Mrs. Seaton was lying
face down on the floor, apparently in
a stupor. A few feet from her was a
revolver, with two chambers discharged, and a bottle of whisky nearby.
The police say she was intoxicated,
and apparently also suffering from
sudden shock.
The only other person in the house
at the time of the tragedy was a
old colored servant girl, who told
the police that Seaton and his wife
had frequently quarreled. The wife
charged him, it was said, with paying
undue attentions to May Hopkins, an
actress who had1 appeared with him
in several plays.
Mrs. Seaton is 32 years old and a
former actress. It is said that she appeared in vaudeville as a cowgirl
sharpshooter, and a photograph of her
In this costume was found1
in the
home. She has a three-yeold son
named for George M. Cohan, in whose
support Mr. Seaton had formerly appeared. He had also held a minor part
in
The
couple had lived in Bogota about two
years, but had lew intimates.

BROTHERHOOD
NO.
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night in
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are core?n month. Vlsitlng dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president
cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
8. Van Treasurer.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M
CHAPMAN

1

FOR RENT Two room
house. 921 Lincoln.
FOR

furnished

RENT Two furnished rooms.
avenue.

903 Main

FOR RENT

Six room "house on hill,
lights and bath. Enquire 1034 Fifth
'

St,

,

EMPRESS
FLOUR
e. t
IX

t

giving yoit
a present for do-

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening ernes
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltlni
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

ing something
you 'd do nnj
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second

FLOUR realb Is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

L. O. O. MOOSE

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house 8 p. m. J. S.
Nelson, Consul; G.
keeping rooms, hot and cold water, Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Loprivate family, one block from car cal Deputy. Visiting members are esline, 1103 Lincoln avenue. Phone
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS'
AA
STANDARD

Main 367.

DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
EI DORADO HOTEL for rent. Furni
Little Girl Cured of a Cold
Osteopathic Physician
ture for sale. Enquire at hotel.
"Two years ago my little girl caught
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
a hard cold which went to her lungs
and she coughed almost constantly.
Residence Phone Main 384
got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The beenficlal effect of
MONUMENT CO
this remedy was promptly demonstrat LOST One tall light. Las Vegas
Albuquerque, N. M.
ed and this one bottle cured her."
Motor Car Company.
215 E. Central
writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy. Huntlne.
IS Tears Practical Experience.
ton, Ind. For sale by all dealers.
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS

SILVER

Lost

PLAT- E-

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH

JONES-BOWER-

Miscellaneous

Adv."

LEGISLATIVE

CANDIDATES

ACCORDION

PLEATING
Have your
ruffles pleated
with most
modern machine. Phone Main 367.

Amarantes Serna, of San Jose de
Chama, and Carlos Manzanares, of
Parkview, were nominated for the leg
is'ature by the democrats in conven
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
tion held at Espanola last week. The
Dentist
nomination of the shoestring district
Dental work of any description at
of Rio Arriba and Sandoval counties
moderate prices
was left to a committees as an effort Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
will be made to fuse the progressives
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411
on this
nomination. The progressives were not In session at the time
BILLIARD MATCH
of the democratic convention yesterNew
York,
Sept. 28. Lovers of the
Mexican.
New
Fe
day. Santa
grten table sport are on edge in anticipation of the international chamCITROLAX
Users eay it is the ideal, perfect pionship matches between Melbourne
laxative drink. M, J. Perkins, Green Inman, the English billiard champion,
and Willie Hoppe, the American chamBay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
oils, salts, eta, but were all disagree- pion, which begin tonight at the Hoable and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I tel Astor in this city. The agreement
have found the ideal laxative drink." calls for five sessions of 600 points
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy each at English billiards and six ses
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax la sions of 600 points each at the Ameri
Ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross can game. Tonight 600 points of Eng
lish billiards will be played, and toDrug Store. Adv.
morrow afternoon 500 points of the
American game. After playing the
By defeat Battling Levinsky at Buf series in this
city the two experts will
falo recently "One Round" Davis has
appear for the conclusion of tbeir
bcosted his reputation as a boxer
matches In Toronto, Montreal and
100 per cent
Winnipeg.

Keeps Your Liver Healthily Active
A man in Kentucky Just told a
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
were the most wonderful medicine
that bad entered his system. Said be
would not be without them. Neither
would you, if yot had ever tried them.
A thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for
chronic constipation or for an occak sional purge. O. G, Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

J fKJ
N
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Don't Be Bothering. With CouaWna
Stop It with Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound.
It spreads a soothing
healing coating as it glides down the
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
Children love It tastes good and no
opiates. A man In Texas walked 15
miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
Best you can buy for croup and bronchial coughs. Try It Adv.

GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

TREY (STERLING) FINIS"

a"

EMPRESS
can be
tained in this city from

ok- -

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery..,
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery..;

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

WANT ADS
SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this pape r and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here,
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical- - instruments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, g et results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:

f
McCLURE'S

THE

H AGAZ NE

WOMEN'S h'DME COMPNMI

THE NATIONAL

SPORTSMAN

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CULL

AT

THE

OFFICE

IB

LEAVE

111

SUBSCRIPTION

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$7 oo
$7.50

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

$6.00

$6.50
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LA 3 VEGA8

BQHT
the flames until now the glare by
night and the smoke by day can be
seen for nearly 100 miles.
Officers of the Esperanza said that
A MASS OF FLAMES
the light at night resembles the glare
from a great city and during the day.
AREA ELEVEN ACe3 IN EXTENT the smoke clouds look like an ap
proaching Btorm. Several weeks ago
IN MEXICO IS SEETHING
field artillery was brought up from
INFERNO
Tompico and an effort made to shoot
well In the hope that
New York, Sept. 2S. An area ap- ths cap "ff the
vfc
would be relieved, but
surprjssure
11
extent
Jn
acres
proximately
the etfcirt was unsuccessful
rounding Agula, one of the largest oil
wells In the world, located In the Tanv
Beginning on October 5, the Foster
pico, Mexico, district, Is a mass of
Amusemtnt
company, a traveling car
smoke and flames, according to offw'.il
be
located on the plaza
nival,
icials on the steamship Esperanza,
which reached here today from Mex- This concern tried to make a contract
ican ports. The well was capped down with the directors of the County Fair
shortly after the capture of Tamplco absociation to show In connection
1y the constitutionalists and several with the exhibition, but on account of
months ago it was noticed that the opposition from business men on both
subterranean pressure was causing sides of the Gallinas, the directors rethe oil to seep up all around the well. fused to make the contract. It Is unThis seepage, catching fire from light- derstood that the carnival company
ning or some other cause, has spread will show Independently.

GREAT OIL WELL IS

QUINCE,

PEARS,
PLUMS.

STEARNS'

Cranberries

The Season's First Crop.

FOR

Gents

Quarts

IKE DA VIS

THE CASH GROCER
Do

n

you

hi

f
!

j

line and get our
before
buying

"

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
507 SIXTH STREET.

"The Store With a Conscience."

I

'

Tho Hflodem Woman
J7

9

)
A

VSnJ

'Ji

knows there Is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
the cheapest That is why so
tlla t,me8 women
niany un
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

Ask .your grocer
Quill Flour.

15he

Cts.

month.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course, Adv.
Ilfeld-SpltThe
one
of
pany,

z

Mercantile com

the leading wholesale

houses of Albuquerque, has announc
ed tli at it will close its doors on Jan
uary 1, intending to retire from business permanently.
Special rates by the month at El
Porvenir. Phones Olive 5174 or Main
20

FANCY
CLING

PEACHES
JERSEY
SWEET
POTATOES

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Adv.

JOHN II. YORK

United

Grocer and Baker

TWISTED BIBLICAL

DEATH

Federal

Slates

MYSTERY OF SLEEPING

Reserve Bank

We offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

AT PHOTOPLAY

PASSAGE AS TEXT

NEW IN THE WAY
SOMETHING
OF MOVIES WILL BE
IT
EFFECTIVELY
SHOWN TONIGHT
HOWEVER,
Thomas J. Naylon, a prominent figTELLS STORY OF MAN WHO
ure in Albuquerque because of his
DISAPPEARED
Tonight at the Photoplay theater
long connection with the Commercial
will be shown the mysterious movixg
club of that city and with the state
And a certain man went down into
fair, died Saturday after a brief ill- Jericho, and fell among thieves, and picture production. "The Sign of the
Sleeping Death." The spectator's imness., Mr. Naylon was well known to
thr.rns sprung up and choked
him.
pression on viewing Uiis picture will
many Las Vegas people, who will reWhich might be the text of the fol- be somewhat like that of one taking
to
learn
his
death.
of
gret
lowing story, if the authority were not a new walk. When he gets well into
in mystery:
it he will find that everything around
wrapped
The National Guard armory was
Last night a certain prominent him i fresh and new and is stirring
this
the
directors
opened
morning by
of the county fair. It will remain open churchman went forth to worship. It him to tlie lively attention of a: new
until the fair for the purpose of re- is likewise stated that his family and adventures,
his cousins and the poor went too,
The first few scenes travel a well
ceiving listings of exhibits. There
worn
a
but
elsewhere.
like
good
Later,
path. We are introduced to a
will be someone on hand at all times
to give any information that may be churchman, he went home. His fam- rich man (Tom Moore) who is spied
ily and the rest had not arrived upon by a crook looking through a
desired.
when he reached tlie familiar domi- window, putting money away in his
cile.
He tried all the windows they safe. This crook goes after a pal of
Civil service examinations will be
were
locked.
He tried the doors and his and together they get the "best
conducted In Las Vegas on October 14
and 15, for the position of scientific the skylight and the rat holes and the little safe breaker in town" (Alice
assistant and for oil and gas Inspect wood shed; all tight as Billy Sunday! Joyce). Then the three attempt to
the money. The girl is to do the
or, the latter carrying a salary of He sat on the steps, then on the rail- get
job alone and is caught by the man.
$1,400 to $2,500 a year. For further ing for a spell, until a little hole crept
He is the "first man who ever spoke
information see Oscar Llnberg at the into his trousers. He did not swear,
to her" and we have a not new
kindly
nnr
even
fume.
moved.
he
But
East Las Vegas postofflce.
He moved in a wondrous way, his situation. But from this point the
to perform. Down into development is startlingly new. Before
The kind of sand that is born in disappearance
the Sabbath quiet of the night, he a half hour has passed the man has
pome dogs was demonstrated
this
moved. Down into a rooming noupe. fallen unconscious in one place and
d
morning when a little
curly and
the girl is affected in another place
up into a room.
haired cocker spaniel answered the
in
the surma way. Both, it happens,
now
It is
that the awful moment ap
challenge of a bull dog. In a few
are
taken to the same hospital where
hour
the
of
dark
dismal
and
minutes the bull was beating it down proaches,
the peculiarities of both
leave
Adv.

Sixth street with the spaniel in pur- night, when graveyards yawn and
hell itself breathes forth contagion to
suit, and there was music from both. tho
world. Mr. p. c. went to sleep.
The family and the cousins and the
Charles Woodward, a passenger on
poor, wending their weary way home,
Santa Fe train No. 2 last evening, died found a
gaping emptiness where he
r
in the Las Vegas hospital shortly
should have been.
They tried the
his arrival at that institution, des
morgue, they raked the ash pile, they
perately ill. Woodward was taken dredged the
river, they even called
sick near Lamy, having trouble in on the
police. All tneir efforts to lo- setting his breath. When the train iCRte him were without avail.
arrived here he was in great pain,
Tills morning, about 3:30 o'clock, he
and got off at the station in the hope
was discovered by the anxious searchof finding medical attention. He was
ers. Later, he returned to the bosom
taken to the hospital, where his trou- of
his family and was forgiven.
ble was found to be an acute Inflammation of the throat. Medical assist
The public school in Hot Springs
ance gave no relief, and the young man
canyon has added a course In domes
choked to death. The body was taken tic science to its
curriculum. To do
chprge of by the Pago Furniture and it the school board was
compelled to
j
Undertaking company. It will be sent build an addition to the old building.
tomorrow to the home of Woodward's
tt rents In Mount Vernon, O. Wood- Three troop trains passed through
ward served three years in the Thir- Las Vegas
yesterday; two from the
teenth United States infantry. He re- west
carrying soldiers from the Philceived his discharge in California on ippines whose terms of enlistment
September 24, and was on his way have expired, and one from the east,
heme when taken 411.
loaded with recruits tor the islands.
af-ts-

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
114,

2 Quarts for

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

MB Tli BES

TIRES

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

long-eare-

Be sure and see our

PHONE VEGAS

has been chosen to act as pne of the
judges in the "better babies" contest
at the state fair at Albuquerque next

ne.

STORE

prices

CRANBERRIES

Dr. R. K. MoClanaban of this city

Ron-ni-

SUPPLY WONT LAST LONG.

ABOUT Tif&E
TO WARM UP

U,Utlt

C0C0ANUTS

Old Taylor (Vblskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Cutler Brothers' Insurance and real
estate agency removed to northwest
corner of the Plaza in Hotel

Don't Wo.it.

I

J. E. LARUE HURT.
IN LEAGUE WITH BOOZE
J. E. LaRue, a member of the enCleveland, Sept 28. Indorsing the
gineer corps of the Santa Fe railway, progressive ticket In Ohio, asserting
GOOD RULES who left Las Vegas yesterday with a that the democratic party is openly or
crew for Horse Shoe curve, met with covertly supporting the liquor intera painful and possibly serious acci- ests and that the republican party is
dent this morning, w'hen he fell from trying to dodge the issue, yet at the
BY a band car. The car was
BABIES WILL BE JUDGED
running at same time is supporting it, Colonel
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
a lively clip at the time and LaRue Theodore Roosevelt addressed a meetSTANDARDS
in falling, struck his chin, laying It ing of the members of the City club
open with a gash several Inches In and a number of the club's guests at
length. He was brought to Las Ve- noon here today. The colonel left at
The bettre babies contest at the gas on train No. 10 and taken to the 1:30 o'clock for Columbus, where he
county fair is to be conducted under Santa Fe hospital for treatment.
will make an address tonight.
(he rules and regulations of the better babies bureau of the Woman's
Home Companion.
There will be six
Jefferson Reynolds, President
bronze medals, one for each winner
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
In the three classes. The classes or
H allot Reynolds. Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
divisions will consist of girl babies
aged from one to two years, two to
three years and three to four years;
and boy babies of the same ages.
In addition to the medals that are
offered by the Woman's Companion,
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M
the directors of the fair association
will give each winner a cash prize of
rj, making a cash contribution of $30.
AS A MEMBER OF TTIE
Mrs. Charles Trumbull 914 Seventh
All entries must be in the hands of
street, by Saturday noon October 3.

CONTEST GONDUCTED

Of

Preserve

Gpe

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1914.

FRESH

NEWS

The Midway garage, on the corner
Twelfth street and National avenue, which has Been in course of
for some time past, is open
and ready for business. A T. Rogers,
Sr., the proprietor, stated this morn-i.if- ;
that he is prepared to take care
of any kind of auto repair work.

DO IT NOW.

oc

LOCAL

DAILY OPTIC.

cases,
the doctors at a loss. That they call
in a mystic from the east to help
them solve the difficulty is the least
convincing thing in the picture. One
is astonished to. find the patients talking in their slee;) nn.1 m a strange
tongue that the mystic says i his
language. To expla.n to the doctors
how this comes about the mystic tells
an old Orienta1 legend of two
lovers,
one a white slave and the other an
Indian princess.
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Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Clean

At Ibe Home of Hie Best of Everything Eatable

or Dye
your old

Garments.
YOU

TOO RAO!

You didn

PEACHES
$1.00 'PER BOX

O

last shipment.

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.

I

o
THE GRAAF & IIAYVMRD CO. STORE

iJJBJILJJ-ai!AtJ!!AJA-

HOWARD

LUDWiQ andIV17. iLFELD

Everything in Hardware

Furniture

1

I-

We are the only carload buyers of !?!-?!- ?
Heaters and Steves
in Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll not find it hard to be pleased.
OUR EASY TERMS
are the most liberal ever offered.
Our Service is prompt and
our treatment most courteous.

Next to Bridge

mi
mi

Agents for Tho Ford
I III!

6
o

Will soon be here so
get ready for him.

t et

your FORD out

Las Vegas Sleam Laundry

oet1

FROST
O JACK

ill

i

I

EARLY

pace.

301

My

m.

:ST0VES

OVER

free-for-a- ll

Mrs. P. O. NISSON,

'

i
j

$9,-60-

for

iinmTCfairiwrorMii-irtrK'Tn'-

We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped Immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

LET US

HARVEY'S IS OPEN
BIG RACING PURSES
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Columbus, O., Sept 28. The second
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
week of the grand circuit meeting will
open here this afternoon, the total
NOTICE
stakes for the day amounting to
No shooting, hunting or fishing alThe Board of Trade 2:06 pace
lowed on what is known as the A. G. and the Chamber of Commerce 2:07
Green lake and ranch, north of the trot, each $3,000, will be the features.
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
There will also be the
to extent of law.
trot prepared from Thursday's card,
A G. GREEN,
the unfinished 2:18 pace, and the 2:15

iiiiimifgnni-iriniiiiii-
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Holds Fire Perfectly
Operated so Easily
Warms the Floor all
Areates in the small
Reduces the Coal Bill
Does away with the

So long
Too

Over
Vacuum around fire pot

Easily

one-ha- lf

Smoke

Thousands of Users Say So.
SEE THIS WONDERFUL STOVE

J. C. Johnsen

BEFORE BUY1KG

&

Son.

Exclusive LocolI Agents.

